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Companies have pursued compliance-based initiatives to drive labor and safety
standards in supply chains. The resulting police-like approach has created
tensions in an environment where brands seek low-cost goods and suppliers are
financially squeezed but make investments to meet standards. The system lacks
adequate measurement tools around the effect of investments on workers and
on the business itself, contributing to tensions and widening information gaps.
Evaluators have a role in driving better working conditions around the world
by helping refocus company efforts beyond compliance and
linking investments in workers to business results. This presentation will share
experiences Harvard University’s SHINE, the Levi Strauss & Company
(LS&Co.), and MANAUS have accumulated in the implementation of the
Worker Well-being program with apparel manufacturers. Improvements in
working conditions drive profits and productivity and have been found to
increase the operational longevity of apparel manufacturers. Employees who
are engaged in their work, feel respected, and believe they are treated fairly are
less likely to leave and are more productive. However, over the past decades,
brands have focused on compliance with labor and safety standards as opposed
to the benefits of investing in workers. Evaluations of traditional compliance
models show limited results, with some pointing out that compliance pressures
lead companies to focus on implementation of visible
standards over those grounded in workers’ needs. The methodology for
measuring compliance often does not account for the already developed efforts
of beneficiaries, leading to sub-par outcomes and eroding buy-in. More
comprehensive and participatory approaches are needed to tackle the
conditions endured by lowskilled workers in supply chains. Drawing on
SHINE’s experience measuring well-being, LS&Co. has financed four worker
well-being studies with suppliers in Sri Lanka, Mexico, China, and Cambodia.
The evaluations measure worker well-being, engagement and satisfaction, as
well as key drivers of wellbeing,
including trust, respect, fairness, and mental and physical health. Business
metrics are gathered to measure associations with well-being. This presentation
will discuss SHINE’s definition of well-being and early results of the four sites.
Specifically, results around employee well-being, business outcomes,
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engagement to develop solutions, and learnings on how to turn evaluation
findings into organizational changes will be discussed.
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